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PRINCIPAL'S
MESSAGE

It's been a great year
for the students of 
KV Ukhrul, as we
enter a new stage of
learning and
discovery.
 

We live today in a world that is so very different from the one we grew up in, the one we
were educated in. The world today is changing at such an accelerated rate and we as
educators need to pause and reflect on this entire system of Education.
 
The CMP NEWSLETTER, our dedicated publication is a step forward in the direction of
promoting  and showcasing the creativity and innovation among the talented pool of
students and the teachers.
 
I would like to express my deep gratitude to Sh. Binod Kumar Behera, the worthy Deputy 
Commissioner, KVS RO, Tinsukia for rendering support, guidance and inspiring us in our
enduring commitments.



COMMON MINIMUM PROGRAMME (CMP)
introduced in January 2008 by KVS was a step
towards the qualitative improvement of primary
education focusing a shift from “Effective
teaching to inspired teaching”.
 
CMP Newsletter 2019-20 of KV UKHRUL, here
is highlighting the various exemplary activities
covering every aspect like academics, cultural,
inculcation of moral values in children which
help them to grow physically, mentally, morally,
and become socially
adaptable citizens.
 
 

"Patience, persistence and perspiration 
make an unbeatable combination for success."

Napoleon Hill

COMMON MINIMUM PROGRAMME

Creating and
Exploring:
The Students 
of KVU are 
resolute and 
enthusiastic.



RAKHI CELEBRATION WITH ARMY PERSONNALS

INDEPENDENCE DAY 2019



CARD AND RAKHI MAKING



 
TEACHERS' DAY CELERATION

The teacher is the yardstick that measures the
achievements and aspirations of the nation. They are the
real nation builders. Kendriya Vidyalaya Ukhrul
celebrated #TeachersDay2019
 



"Awaken joy in creative 
expression and knowledge."

Albert Einstein

TEACHERS' DAY CELEBRATIONS



 
EDUCATIONAL EXCURSION

 

Educational Excursion for Class III -V to Post
Office, Police Station and Phungyo Baptist Church.



 
GETTING INFORMED



"I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember.
I do and I understand." Confucius

THE NEW MEANING OF EDUCATION
LEARNING BY DOING



FUNDAY ACTIVITIES

EVERY SATURDAY IS FUNDAY



"Awaken joy in creative 
expression and knowledge."

Albert Einstein SWACHHATA PAKHWADA

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES



�ह�द� पखवाड़ा - पु�तक �दश�नी मेला 2019



LEARNING TOGETHER



PROJECT
LEARNING

student-centered pedagogy that involves a
 dynamic classroom approach in which
 it is believed that students acquire a

 deeper knowledge through active exploration 
of real-world challenges and problems.

Prepared By: Miss Sonam Rajput (CMP Incharge)

WE MAKE, WE LEARN


